Matrix algebra is an efficient way to represent the relationship between different concepts in the multiple criteria decision analysis theory. The main purpose of this paper is to provide a compact and systematic representation of the capacities and nonlinear integrals based decision theory and models from the perspective of matrices or vectors. We first investigate the forms and properties of the matrix representation of some equivalent transformations of capacities and introduce some new types of equivalent representations. Then we represent respectively the specified conditions corresponding to several particular families of capacities as well as the calculation formulas of three types of nonlinear integrals in terms of vectors and matrices without the process of presorting the integrand values. Finally, we discuss the applications of the matrix representations in the capacity identification models and illustrate them through a multiple criteria decision making problem. The use of matrix-vector formalism facilitates formulation of the relevant optimization problems and their solutions in capacity based decision analysis can be easily programmed and implemented by means of standard software tools and libraries in the environments such as R and Matlab.
I. INTRODUCTION
Capacities [1] , also known as fuzzy measures [2] or cooperative games, are monotone set functions [3] which play an important role in multicriteria decision making, as they allow one to explicitly model interaction phenomena: redundancy, mutual reinforcement, substitutivity, and other properties within groups of criteria, called coalitions [4] . Aggregation functions based on capacities, constructed by means of nonlinear integrals [4] - [6] , combine the co-dependent utilities of individual criteria into the overall utility value used for ranking the alternatives, or for utility optimization purposes.
The framework of capacity based multicriteria decision making theory mainly consists of the following components: the equivalent representations of capacities [7] , the particular classes of capacities [2] , [8] - [13] , the nonlinear integrals [4] , [14] such as the Choquet integral [1] and the Sugeno integral [2] , and the capacity identification methods [4] , [15] - [19] .
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The equivalent transformations [20] of capacity usually refer to the dual capacity, the Möbius representation [21] , the co-Möbius representation [22] , the Shapley simultaneous interaction index [9] , the Banzhaf simultaneous interaction index [23] , and so on [24] , [25] . These equivalent transformations expose different views of the capacity and carry significant practical meanings in the real decision making context.
The particular types of capacities are proposed to deal with the exponential complexity inherent in constructing capacities, and include the λ-capacity [2] , the possibility and necessity capacities [11] , the ⊥-decomposable capacity [12] , the k-additive capacity [9] , k-maxitive and k-minitive capacity [9] , [13] , [19] , [26] , the p-symmetric capacity [27] , and the k-tolerant and k-intolerant capacities [28] . Most of these special types correspond to some specific decision situations [17] .
The nonlinear integral is a universal name of different aggregations w.r.t. capacity [4] , like the Choquet integral [1] , the Sugeno integral [2] , and pan-integral [14] . These nonlinear integrals have some excellent aggregation VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ properties [5] , [6] , [14] , [22] , and help model a variety of decision situations on numerical and ordinal scales. The capacity identification methods and tools are one of the focus areas for capacity based decision making [15] , [29] , [30] . The main task of capacity identification methods is to translate the decision maker's explicit and implicit preference into the desired optimal capacity, see e.g. [15] , [18] , [29] - [35] .
As other knowledge discovery and machine learning methods, capacity representation and learning in multiple criteria decision making environments involves constructing and solving different optimisation models, which take capacity values as parameters, and data fitting, decision criteria preference, monotonicity and other problem-specific features as the constraints, or sometimes the objective principles. It is therefore important to have suitable and convenient representation tools for capacities and operations on them. Matrix algebra offers such a convenient representation tool as many optimisation methods and packages require the inputs to be specified as vectors and matrices. For this reason we provide here matrix-vector formalism for representation of and operations on the capacities.
The main aim of this paper is to enrich the matrix representation of capacity based decision making theory and methods through the following four components: (a) The equivalent transform of capacity corresponds to a full rank and invertible square matrix, whose inverse matrix allows the boundary and monotonicity conditions to be easily constructed. Two new equivalent transforms to represent the nonadditivity and nonmodularity are constructed and discussed, respectively. (b) Some particular types of capacities are equivalently described by certain conditions on a special matrix multiplication or pan-multiplication with the ordinary capacity vector. (c) The Choquet integral, Sugeno integral, pan-integral are equivalently represented by a multiplication (or panmultiplication) of vectors on the power set of decision criteria and the ordinary capacity vector. (d) Most of the capacity identification methods can be formulated using matrix or vector representation by incorporating the above three aspects, and hence become suitable for standard optimisation packages. This paper is organized as follows. After the Introduction, we present a concise review of the capacity theory and its application in multicriteria decision analysis, and discuss the equivalent transformations of capacities in Section 2. In Section 3 we propose two new equivalent representations: nonadditivity index and top layer nonmodularity index, and discuss their representations of boundary and monotonicity conditions. Section 4 is devoted to the matrix representation of some particular types of capacities. In Section 5, we give vector multiplication representation of three types of nonlinear integrals and discuss some of the behaviors of the Choquet integral. We construct the matrix representation based capacity identification method and give an illustrative example in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
II. CAPACITY AND ITS EQUIVALENT TRANSFORMATIONS
Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n}, n ≥ 2, be the decision criteria set, P(N ) be the power set of N , and |S| be the cardinality of a subset S ⊆ N .
Definition 1: [1] , [2] , [15] A capacity on N is a set function µ :
(monotonicity condition) The capacity is a monotonic set function that replaces the additivity condition of probabilistic measures by the more general monotonicity condition, which reveals the essential property of the importance of decision criteria to the decision problem: the importance of a criteria subset can not decrease when new criteria are added [4] , [15] . The monotonicity condition can be equally rewritten as:
(1)
The following are some representations that are commonly used in capacity based decision making theory and methods.
Definition 3: [7] , [8] , [15] , [23] Let µ be a capacity on N . The dual capacity of a subset A ⊆ N w.r.t. µ is defined as 
the Banzhaf simultaneous interaction index of a subset A ⊆ N w.r.t. µ is defined as
where A µ(B)= C⊆A (−1) |A\C| µ(C ∪ B) is the marginal simultaneous interaction of criteria subset A in the presence of B ⊆ N \A.
All these representations have the unique inverse transforms, and based on the inverse transform, the necessary and sufficient conditions of definition of a capacity can be expressed. Taking the Möbius representation as an example, any set function µ can be uniquely expressed in terms of its Möbius representation by [21] an alternative and efficient approach to building the capacity identification models. Obviously, any representation of a capacity has an inverse representation, and then has an equivalent representation of the defining properties of the capacity (see e.g. [4] , [7] , [20] , [23] ). In the following, we give a universal form of the equivalent representation in the matrix form.
Definition 4: Let u be a column vector containing capacity values of all criteria subsets, v be a column vector of 2 n elements, and E be a full rank 2 n × 2 n square matrix. Then v = Eu is a representation of capacity u.
Since E is full rank, we can have its unique inverse matrix E −1 , the inverse transformation to u as u = E −1 v, and the equivalent representation of a capacity as follows. Here we mention two particular ways of encoding the values of a set function into a 2 n -vector [4] . The first one is based on the binary representation: the subsets of N are arranged as follows
Theorem 1: A set of coefficients {v(A)} A⊆N is an equivalent representation of a capacity on N if and only if
This means that the position of the element in the vector u, when expressed in binary form, reveals the composition of the set (the kth bit indicates whether the kth criterion is part of the subset). This ordering is convenient for building up capacities from n = 1 to larger n, because the initial entries of the array u do not change if new criteria are added. It is also computationally efficient for constructing transformation matrices.
An alternative ordering of the values of µ is based on set cardinality:
This particular ordering is convenient for dealing with korder capacities. These capacities fix in some way the values of µ, m or another representation for subsets of higher cardinalities, whose entries correspond to the tail of the array u. Therefore a much shorter array u is needed to store all nonfixed parameters, and the rest are omitted.
The following are the matrices of equivalent representations of a capacity given in Definition 3.
if j = pos(N ) and arg pos(i)) = ∅ −1 if j = pos(N \ arg pos(i)) and arg pos(i)) = ∅ 0 otherwise (2)
• The transform matrix of Möbius representation is M = [m ij ] 2 n ×2 n , i, j = 0, . . . , n,
• The transform matrix of Shapley simultaneous interaction index is S = [s ij ] 2 n ×2 n , i, j = 0, . . . , n,
where pos(A) is the function returns the position of the subset A in the vector representation of a capacity, and argpos(i) is its inverse, which returns the subset A whose value is stored at u i . Theorem 2: The matrices D, M, S, B are all full rank and have their unique inverse matrices respectively.
Proof: The matrix D is equivalent to an anti-triangular matrix with nonzero anti-diagonal, and the matrix M is a triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal, so they are full rank and invertible matrices. The matrices S and B are also full rank matrices, the detailed proof is given in [7] . The following example also gives some invertible matrices.
⊆ arg pos(j) 0 otherwise (7) Since C is a right triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal and therefore an invertible matrix, we can have c = Cu is a representation of capacity; actually this is the co-Möbius representation.
Let N = [n ij ] 2 n ×2 n , i, j = 0, . . . , n, and
Since N is a left triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal and therefore an invertible matrix, we can have n = Nu is a representation of capacity.
Since O is a left triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal and therefore an invertible matrix, we can have o = Nu is a representation of capacity.
III. THE NON-ADDITIVITY AND NON-MODULARITY AND THEIR MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS
Definition 5: [2] , [15] A capacity µ on N is said to be additive (resp. superadditive, subadditive, strict superadditive, and strict subadditive), if
The nonadditivity property of a capacity, such as superadditivity, subadditivity, strict-superadditivity, and strictsubadditivity, enable capacities to flexibly represent various kinds of interactions among the decision criteria, ranging from substitutivity (negative interaction) to complementarity (positive interaction) [15] , [20] . Generally speaking, an additive capacity means that the decision criteria are all independent from each other. A strict superadditive (resp. strict subadditive, superadditive, and subadditive) capacity means that, to some extent, all the decision criteria can be considered as mutually complementary (substitutive, nonsubstitutive, and noncomplementary) [36] , [37] .
Nonmodularity is a more general concept than nonadditivity.
Definition 6: [4] , [38] A capacity µ on N is said to be equimodular (resp. supermodular, submodular, strict supermodular, and strict submodular), if
Remark 1: In the traditional literature, the definition of supermodularity and submodularity is applied for ∀A, B ⊆ N . In this paper, we want to further involve the strict supermodularity or submodularity situation, so the restriction of
For convenience, we use '' ='' to stand for ''= (resp. ≥ , ≤, >,and <)'', '' -additive'' to stand for ''additive (resp. superadditive, subadditive, strict superadditive, and strict subadditive)'', '' -modular'' to stand for ''modular (resp. supermodular, submodular, strict supermodular, and strict submodular)''. Theorem 3: If a capacity µ on N is -additive, then n 2 = N 2 u = 0, where N 2 is built from all the rows that |arg pos(i)| ≥ 2 in N; N is the matrix given in Eq. (8) .
Proof: In Definition 5, let C = A ∪ B, we can have µ(C) − µ(A) − µ(B) = 0. Since for a given C, there are A can be any element in C and B is correspondingly the complement set C \ A, so it is |C| 1 cases of (A, B) with |A| = 1. If |A| = k, 1 < k < n, we have (A, C \ A) and (A, C \ A ∪ D), ∀D ⊂ A, D = ∅, so the number of pairs of (A, B) with |A| = k is 2 k − 1. Further considering the duplication cases, we can have, for a given C, |C| ≥ 2, the number of pairs of (A, B) such that C = A∪B, A B 
Taking account of Eq. (9), we have the result. Furthermore, we can give the definitions of '' -additive'' and '' -modular'' within a subset S ⊆ N and get the corresponding corollaries. For convenience, we can call n pos(S) and o pos(S) as the nonadditivity index [36] and top layer nonmodularity index of the subset S ⊆ N , which can be used to describe the nonadditivity and nonmodularity degree of decision criteria in subset S, respectively. It can be proved that these two types of indices both belong to [−1, 1].
Remark 2: The nonmodularity index is discussed in detail in [39] . Since the above index only involves the top layer nonmodularity expressions, we can view it as the top layer nonmodularity index, and its range is not exactly as [−1, 1], but only a proper subset, e.g., the ranges of the top layer of nonmodularity index of subsets with cardinality 3 and 4 are respectively [0.5,1] and [-0.6,1].
IV. PARTICULAR FAMILIES OF CAPACITIES AND THEIR MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS
In order to reduce the exponential complexity of the general capacity, some particular families of capacities have been proposed, such as the ⊥-decomposable capacity [12] , λ-capacity [2] , the possibility capacity [11] , the k-additive capacity [9] , the k-tolerant and k-intolerant capacities [28] and the p-symmetric capacity [27] . If we replace the addition operation in the multiplication of matrix and vector with and ⊕ λ , and get the ⊗ ∨ and ⊗ λ respectively, then we can construct the following matrix representation of these two types of capacities. Theorem 5: A possibility capacity p on N can be obtained by p = P ⊗ ∨ w VOLUME 7, 2019 where p is the vector of possibility capacity of all subsets, P=[p ij ] 2 n ×n , p ij = 1 if i ≤ j, w=(w 1 , . . . , w n ) T , 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1, at least one w i equals to 1.
Theorem 6: A λ-capacity µ λ on N can be obtained by
where u λ is the vector of λ-capacity of all subsets,
Definition 11: [8] Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a capacity µ on N is said to be k-additive if its Möbius representation satisfies m µ (A) = 0 for all A ⊆ N such that |A| > k and there exists at least one subset A of k elements such that m µ (A) = 0.
1-additive capacity is just the additive capacity. To identify a k-additive capacity µ on N , we only need to define the Möbius representation values of the subsets whose cardinalities are not greater than k. That is, we only need to define k i=1 n i coefficients [15] , [30] . Usually, in the capacity identification process, we can use the following constraint matrix M and ordinal capacity vector u to represent a k-additive capacity: Usually, in the capacity identification process, we can use the following constraint of identity matrix I 2 n ×2 n and ordinal capacity vector u to represent a k-tolerant and k-intolerant capacity respectively as:
where I k consists of the rows in I such that | arg pos(i)| ≥ k and I (k) consists of the rows in I such that | arg pos(i)| ≤ k. Definition 13: [27] Let µ be a capacity on N , a subset A ⊆ N is a subset of indifference with respect to µ if ∀B 1 , B 2 ⊆ A,
Any subset of a subset of indifference is also a subset of indifference, and any singleton subset is a subset of indifference.
Definition 14: [27] A capacity µ on N is said to be p-symmetric if the coarsest partition of N into subsets of indifference contains exactly p subsets A 1 , . . . , A p , where A i is a subset of indifference, A i ∩ A j = ∅, ∪ p i=1 A i = N , i, j = 1, . . . , p, and a partition π is coarser than another partition π if all subsets of π are union of some subsets of π . The partition {A 1 , . . . , A p } is called the basis of µ.
1-symmetric capacity is just the symmetric capacity. Let
{A 1 , . . . , A p } be the basis of a p-symmetric capacity µ on N , then any subset S ⊆ N can be identified with a p-dimensional
That is, a p-symmetric capacity needs to define p i=1 (|A i |+1) coefficients [27] .
In the capacity identification process, we can use the following constraints matrix Y = [y ij ] 2 n ×2 n and the capacity vector u to represent a p-symmetric capacity with basis of {A 1 , . . . , A p } : (10)
V. NONLINEAR INTEGRAL AND ITS MATRIX REPRESENTATION
Nonlinear integrals include many types of integrals [4] , [14] , [40] , the most common types are the Choquet integral [1], Sugeno integral [2] and Pan-integral [14] .
A. CHOQUET INTEGRAL AND ORNESS
Definition 15: For a given x ∈ [0, 1] n , the discrete Choquet integral C of x with respect to capacity µ on N is defined as follows:
where x (.) is a non-decreasing permutation induced by x i , i = 1, . . . , n, i.e., x (1) ≤ . . . ≤ x (n) , and x (0) = 0 by convention.
The Choquet integral can be expressed in terms of Möbius representation as
where x A = min i∈A (x i ). The Choquet integral can also be represented in terms of capacity as [4] :
where the basis functions arex A = max(0, min i∈A x i − max i∈N \A x i ), ∀A ⊆ N .
Let vector x = [x A ] 2 n ×1 , and vectorx = [x A ] 2 n ×1 , then we have the following matrix representations:
The measure of orness is an important numerical characteristic of averaging aggregation functions [4] , [28] , which describes how far a given averaging function is from the max function. The measure of orness of Choquet integral is given as [28] : −1) , ∀A ⊂ N , and r A = 0 when A = N , r A = n−|A| (|A|+1)(n−1) , ∀A ⊆ N , then we have that orness(C µ ) = r T u,
The degrees of veto and favor are defined to respectively show the intolerance and tolerance degree of a criterion w.r.t. Choquet integral and capacity [41] :
or in terms of Möbius representation: Let
Since µ(N ) = 1 and A⊆N m(A) = 1, we can have the following equations:
The degrees of veto and favor both belong to [0, 1].
B. SUGENO INTEGRAL
Definition 16: For a given x ∈ [0, 1] n , the discrete Sugeno integral S of x with respect to capacity µ on N is defined as follows:
where x (.) is a non-decreasing permutation induced by x i , i = 1, . . . , n, i.e., x (1) ≤ . . . ≤ x (n) .
From the above definition, we can get that [42] S
If we replace the multiplication and addition operations in the multiplication of matrix and vector with and ∧, respectively, we can get the operation ⊗ S and the following matrix representation of Sugeno integral:
C. PAN-INTEGRAL
Definition 17: For a given x ∈ [0, 1] n , the discrete pan integral N of x with respect to capacity µ on N is defined as follows:
From the above definition, we can get the following theorem:
Theorem 7:
where x A = min i∈A (x i ). Proof: For a given subset A ⊆ N , we can have x A = min i∈A (x i ). If x A = min i∈A (x i ) = x (i) , then since all the elements in x that equal or greater than x (i) are x (i) ,. . . , x (n) , so we have A ⊆ {(i), . . . , (n)}. That is, µ(A)x A ≤ x (i) µ({(i), . . . , (n)}). Hence, we have the result.
If we replace the multiplication operation in the multiplication of matrix and vector with , we can get the operation ⊗ P and the following matrix representation of pan integral: N µ (x) = u ⊗ P x. VOLUME 7, 2019 
VI. CAPACITY IDENTIFICATION METHOD
The capacity identification methods usually begin with the decision maker's explicit preference information about the multiple decision criteria [33] , which is usually provided from the comparison perspective, e.g. criterion i is more important than criterion j, the interaction between criteria i and j is greater than that between criteria k and l, and so on. This basic explicit preference information, combined with the boundary and monotonicity constraints, can only constitute a region of the feasible capacities, and some additional selection principle (objective function) should be added to identify the most suitable capacities. One category of principles depend on a learning set [15] , [19] , whose aim is to use the nonlinear integral, normally the Choquet integral, to optimally describe the overall evaluation of the given alternatives [15] , [30] , [43] . Another category of principles are to optimally present the explicit preference information, such as the maximum entropy principle [32] , the compromise principle [33] , and the MCCPI (Multiple Criteria Correlation Preference Information) based least square and absolute deviation principles [16] , [29] . Some packages of executing some of the exiting methods are published, e.g., FMtools [44] , Kappalab [15] . Based on the discussions in previous sections, we can construct the matrix representation of capacity identification method, see the following example.
A. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Suppose criteria set N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the decision maker believes that:
(a) criterion 1 is totally equal to criteria 2 (like two anonymous reviewers), and criterion 3 is totally equal to criteria 4, for this decision problem. This means that the desire capacity should be a 3-symmetric and {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}} is the basis. (b) the overall importance (Shapley importance) of criterion 1 is greater than that of criterion 4 (threshold is assigned as 0.1); the overall importance (Shapley importance) 4 is greater than that of criterion 5 (threshold is assigned as 0.05). (f) the favor degree of criterion 3 belongs to the interval [0.2, 0.6]; the favor degree of criterion 5 is equal or greater than 0.5 (belongs to the interval [0.5, 1]). (g) the veto degree of criterion 1 belongs to the interval [0.3, 1]; the veto degree of criterion 1 is greater than that of criterion 5 (threshold is assigned as 0.05). (h) the objective of model is to maximize the orness index of the Choquet integral. Based on the previous discussion, we can construct the following identification model:
+0.025µ({1, 2, 3}) + · · · + 0.05µ({1, 2, 3, 4}) + · · · + 0.05µ({2, 3, 4, 5}) subject to: boundary conditions:
monotonicity conditions: 9), v j and f j are the veto and favor degree coefficient vectors given in Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively.
Solving the above linear programming problem, we can have the optimal objective function value: orness(C µ ) = 0.5527 (actually, the range of orness of Choquet integral with conditions (a) ∼ (h) is [0.5510, 0.5527]) and the optimal capacity values, as shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can see the capacity is a 3-symmetric capacity with basis {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}}. The Shapley importance and interaction index, the nonadditivity index, the top layer nonmodularity index, and veto and favor degree of the capacity are shown in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Remark 3: In the capacity identification optimization model, the objective function can also be the Choquet integral based function in terms of capacity or Möbius representation. That is, the learning set or implicit preference based identification methods (see. [4] , [15] , [29] , [31] ) can be constructed associated with nonadditivity index based explicit preferences of decision maker.
VII. CONCLUSION
The matrix representation of capacity's equivalent transformations, particular types of capacities, nonlinear integrals, and the capacity identification methods constitute a systematic view of the capacity based decision making theory. The Möbius representation, the Shapley and Banzhaf interaction indices and the nonadditivity and modularity provide different equivalent transformations to facilitate the analysis and construction of capacities. With special matrices and multiplication based constraints, the main particular types of capacities can be flexibly represented. The Choquet integral, Sugeno integral and pan-integral are essentially the multiplication or pan-multiplication between the capacity vector and a specific evaluation vector. The explicit and implicit capacity identification methods also can be designed flexibly by means of matrix or vector representation.
There are several advantages of using the matrix-vector formalism. Firstly, most of the standard mathematical programming methods, such as linear and quadratic programming, constraint satisfaction, etc., are formulated in terms of matrix-vector representation. Therefore the capacity identification methods can be directly formulated as standard optimization problems and implemented using the existing software. Secondly, advantage can be taken of sparse matrices representations and algorithms through the use of standard sparse linear algebra packages, as most capacity transformation matrices involve sparse matrices. Thirdly, it facilitates application of several transformations in a chain, as this amounts to performing two or more standard matrix multiplications, which can be combined into a single multiplication step. Lastly, parallelization strategies, including shared and distributed memory architectures and graphics processing units (GPUs), can be applied, in many case transparent to the developers by relying on standard parallel libraries.
